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The Development of Ceylon's Fisheries 
(A Symposium) 
In July, 1964, it was decided that a Government Fisheries Corporation be set up. At the request 
of the Directors-designate of this Corporation a series of lectures on the development of Ceylon's 
fisheries was organised by the Fisheries Research Station, all except two being delivered at a Seminar 
on 15th SeptEmber, 1964. Speakers had been specially requested not to confine themselves to their 
particular fields of activity but to deal with a,ny aspects of the Is1and's fis'1eries which they m·ght 
wioh to. At the close of the Seminar the Director of Fisheries and the Directors~designate of the 
Corporation expressed the view that the lectures should be made available in a more permanent 
form. Accordingly, the speakers were asked to prepare and submit their texts, and these are 
presented here in the sequence in which the talks themselves were delivered. 
I. CEYLON'S FISHERIES: PAST AND FUTURE 
By 
A. C. J. Vi7EEREKOON, 
Fisheries Research Station, Colombo 3, Ceylon. 
I have given this title to my talk today because I propose to examine for you the past course 
of development of Ceylon's fisheries in order to extract from it guides for future action. Our 
fishery statistics are not, even now, as good as they should be; but prior to 1951 they were of the 
most meagre sort, and it was only in ] 952 that ones comparable with those we now have came to 
be published. Therefore it is this period, 1952-1963, that I shall deal with. 
The first thing one notices is that there has been a very great increase in fish production over 
this ll year period from a mere 25·5 tho11sand tons in 1952 to almost 91·2 thousand tons 
in 1963; that is, an increase of 65.7 thousand tons in ll years or almost 6 thousand tons per year. 
It is difficult to appreciate how large an increase this is, particularly in view of the usual complaints 
i.ll Colombo of lack of fish and of high prices, but Fig. 8 will help you. You will notice in it that 
despite the steady increase in Ceylon's population from 8 millions in 1952 to nearly 10·7 millions 
in 1963, and despite a sharp fall which has brought our fish-imports in 1963 down to about half that 
of 1960, and even down below that of 1952, our fish consumption per head of population has remained 
fairly steady throughout this period at about 40 lb. per person per year. That this has been possible 
is due entirely to increased local fish production, and serves to emphasise its magnitude. The values 
used for drawing the curve for fish-consumption in Fig. 8 were calculated by me on the basis of our 
own statistics of fish-production, and I therefore looked for confirmation in more independent esti. 
mates. I was able to obtain two such estimates through the good offices of our Statistical Officer, 
Mr. G. N. de Silva, and have included them as circled dots near the curve of fish-consumption. The 
earlier of these is from the results of a consumer survey by the Dept. of Statistics, the latter from a 
similar survey by the Central Bank (both unpublished). Accordn1.g to these, consumption in 1958 
(38·3lbs.jperson) when imports offish were nearly at their peak was much the same as that in 1963 
(38·8lbs.jperson) when imports had dropped to their lowest in this 11-year period. In other words, 
consumption has probably been even steadier than indicated by our own statistics. 
A.11.other way to appreciate what an increase in fish production of nearly 6,000 tons per year 
means is to compare it with the catch of our large trawlers on the Wadge Bank. The average catch 
of one of these during 195'2-1963 has been about 575 tons per year, though catches as high as 725 
tons per year have been recorded. Each of the new trawlers just purchased is expected to land 
800 tons of fish a year. Takin.g this last figure as the basis of calculation, an increase of nearly 6,000 
tons per year is equivalent to the addition of 7 large trawlers each year to the trawler fleet, or 77 
more trawlers over this 11-year period. A trawler costs about Rs. 1 million, and a fishery-harbour, 
including necessary shore installations, for about 7 trawlers might cost anything between 5 and 10 
5-R 951 (9/64) 
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million rupees. So that if the ilJ.crease actually achieved had been achieved ·with large trawlers it 
would haV'"O meant a capital investment by governmeut of sometlill:1g between Rs. 130 and 190 
_millions. I need hardly remind you that nothing even remotely like that was actually spent ; a:n 1 
that the trawler fleet remaiJ.1ed at a strength of just 2 ships throughout the period. And I am sure 
all of you vvill realise, -particularly those of you wlw have hall anything to do with the purchase ,>f 
the new trawlers, tlle first of which is about to arrive, that it is very necessary to find out how this 
increase in fish production of 6,000 tons per year >Yas actually achieved, and at what cost. 
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Fig. 8: Fish Production and Imports (wet weight 
equivalent) in relation to Consumption and Pop1.uation 
Growth in Ceylon, 1952-63. 
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Fig. 10: Fish Prod'l.lction by the Teawler, Tuna-
clipper, and Freshwater Fisberie:s, 1952-63. 
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There are 4 components in our local :fish production: the inland, the coastal, the trawler, and'-
t.he clipper catches. Three of these are shown in Fig. 10 ; and you will notice in it that the trawler 
catch has shown a steady though small decrease1 ever since 1957. It could not therefore have 
contributed anything to the increase in :fish production we are now investigating. On the: 
other hand, the clipper and the inland 2 catches have certainly contributed to the increase, but 
even in 1963 they formed such small fractions of the total production, as you will see from Fig. 13, 
that the source ofthe increase of6,000 tons/yr. must be sought elsewhere. The only place left for 
us to seek it is the coastal :fishery; but before I do that I wish to say a few words about our 
inland, or to be more precise, our fresh-water :fishery. 
You have just seen that the tuna (=clipper) and the fresh-water :fisheries have contributed 
to the increase in local :fish production. But, whereas there is no lack of appreciation of the potential 
importance of the tuna :fishery--indeed, just now some of us seem to be conscious of little 
else--there is hardly any appreciation of the important contribution that the development 
of inland :fisheries can make to Ceylon's :fish production. I wish therefore to draw your attention 
to a few interesting facts about our fresh-water :fishery. 
The Parakrama Samudra, most productive of our irrigation reservoirs, yielded 229,885 lbs· 
offish (102 tons) in 1957; and 981, 450 lbs (438 tons) in 1963; an increase of more than 70% per year· 
In the neighbouri11g Minneri Weva the increase during the same period has been from 70,000 lbs. to 
729,700 lbs. per year. From all our fresh-waters it is estimated that 4,300 tons of :fish were harvested 
in 1963 (amounting to 4·7% of the bland's production, see Fig. 13) as against a mere 400 tons in 
1957. These tremendous increases have been due almost entirely to the development of a commercial 
:fishery for Tilapia mossamb1:ca, which the Department had introduced into the island in 1951 and 
which now forms about 80-90% of the total fresh-water :fish-production; and to the use of nylon 
gill-nets in that :fishery from about 1958/59. And whereas the per-acre production of the Parakrama 
Samudra had reached 160 lbs. per annum by 1963, that of all our major irrigation reservoirs taken 
together is still only about 50 lbs per annum. Increasing this average to the Parakrama Samudra 
level should cost very little and will result in a trebling of the total fresh-water catch. Still greater 
increases will be possible with the adoption of pond-cultivation, which will yield 1,000 to 2,000 lbs. 
per acre per year. However this wiJl take time, will necessitate the expenditure of considerable sums 
of money on pond construction and will require the solution of some technic'll and biological problems. 
I expect the two Superintendents of inland :fisheries and the Research Officer concerned will deal 
with these also in their contributions to this Seminar and I shall say no more about inland :fisheries ; 
except this : I should like you to note that the annual catch from our tanks, 4,300 tons, is already 
larger than that of 5 large Wadge Bank trawlers, the Parakrama Samudura alone giving us more 
than half as much as a trawler would ; and that this development has cost the government a completely 
negligible amount. 
To return to my analysis of the increase in Ceylon's :fish-production between 1952 and 1963 : 
we have seen that the source of this great increase must be sought in the coastal :fishery. If you 
will examine Fig. ll you will see that the curve of coastal :fish-production closely follows that of 
Ceylon's total :fish-production. Not only do they run more or less parallel to each other, the curves 
also lie very close to each other, right through their course. It is thus quite clear that our coastal 
fisheries have been the main contributor to the increase in production between 1952 and 1963. They 
have in fact contributed 86.8% to this increase as you will see from Fig. 9 (Total for Ma-del, NMTC, 
MTC, and MB). But examine the graph (Fig. ll) more closely and you will notice other important 
points: 
(a) There is a sharp upward bend in both curves (total production and coastal production) 
about the year 1958. From the gradients of the curves before and after that year it is obvious 
that there have been two rates of increase; and a simple calculation shows that from 1952 to 1958 
it was 3,000 tons/year, and that from 1958 to 1963 it has been 10,100 tonsfyear-more than 3 
times as much. The :figure I gave you previously turns out to be an average of these two rates. 
1 Catch per unit effort has increased ; but total catch has decreased because the trawlers have spent more 
time in harbour over repairs and for other reasons. 
2 The inland catch shown in Fig. lO includes only the fresh-water catch since, in our statistics, the lagoon 
and estuarine- catches are included witn the coastal catch. However, this brackish-water catch is not likely to 
be much more than 2-3% of the total, and will not affect our conclusions. 
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(b) Between the years 195.2 and 1958 the curve for total production runs more or less parallel 
to that of the Ma-del catch; but thereafter it tends to run parallel to that of the catch of smaH 
coastal boats. 
It is significant that both changes I have just mentioned occur about the year 1958, and I 
shall deal with this presently. But, first, I wish to make some remarks about the Ma-del fishery. 
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Fig. ll : Fish production for 1952-63 analysed 
into (a) total production, (b) production by all 
types of coastal fisheries, (c) by coastal boats alone, 
and (d) by beach-seines (rna-del) alone. 
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Fig. 12 : Imports and local production of dried fish in 
relation to total fish production and coastal fish production. 
Fig. ll shows that despite fluctuations during the II-year period the Ma-del catch shows a 
definite upward trend; in 1963 it is 83% higher than in 1952. It has, in fact, contributed as much 
as 15.1% to the increase in Ceylon's total fish production for the period 1952-63, as a glance at Fig. 9 
will indicate. Nevertheless, Ma-del owners and :fishermen continually complain that their catch 
has been dropping over the years, and blame the boat fishermen with their nylon gill-nets for this. 
Why~ 
The Ma-del catch fluctuates up and down very chaxacteristically as you will notice by com-
paring the Ma-del curve with the curve for small boat catches in "Fig. 11, or that for trawler cat.ches 
in Fig. 10. This is only to be expected in a fishery which instead of going in search of the fish it 
e:xploits waits on the beaches for these fish to come to it. In such a fishery not only will natural 
fluctuations of abundance of the resource be reflected directly into the catch, buffered hardly at 
all by increase in fishing effort, but changes in location and migration routes of fish shoals, induced 
by changes in the marine environment, will also be sharply and exactly reflected into the cat~hes. 
These therefore will show marked and frequent fluctuations, as in fact the Ma-del c<:>tch in Cevlon 
does. It is these fluctuations that have obscured for our Ma-del fishermen the fact that thereuhas 
been an overall rise in their c&,tch between 1952 and 19n3 of about 83%. Thev remember the bad 
years when their catch has been less than in the previous year ; and forget the good years when it 
has been more. 
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There is a second and perhaps more important reason: i.n 1952 the Ma-del catch formed 
46.5% of Ceylon's total fish-production. By 1963, when in quantity it was 83% higher than 
in 19")2, in proportion it formed only 23.9% o:l: the total production. The small coastal boat catch 
on the other hand rose from forming 51.1% of the total production in 1952 to 65.2% in 1963(see Fig. 13). 
In other words, there has been a fall in the Ma-del catch rela.tive to that of the small coastal boats. 
This is e·vident when one compares the curves depicting the catch of these t,JVo :fisheries :in Fig. 11. 
Or when one relates the course of each of these curves with t'1at for the total coastal fish production 
in the same figure: before Hl58 total coastal production, and therefore total Ceylon p-roducti0n, 
d.epPnded on the Ma-del catch; after 1958 it depends on the small boat catch. In other words, 
the Ma dP.l no longer controls the prosperity of Ceylo11's fishing industry; it has since 1958 lost this 
position of pre-eminence to the small coastal boats. On the beaches, the Ma-del fisnerman cannot 
help but notice the spectacularly greater catches brought in year after year hy the boat-men, parti-
cularly after the latter took to using nylon gill-nets; and he sees the relati~'e fall in his own catch 
as a real frill. a;'ld assumes, not unnaturally but quite mcorrectly, that the extra boat catch has been 
poached from him through the instrumentality of the nylon gill-net. The nylon gill-net is certainly 
catching more for the boat men than their cotton nets did before, hut none of t~is is poached from 
the Ma-Del catch for, as you have seen, the latter is 83% higher in 1953 than it was in 195?. 
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Fig. 13 : Components of Total Fish Production in the 3 years 1952, 1958 and 1963. (NM:TC =non-mechanised 
traditional craft; MTC=mechanised traditional craft; MB=26 to 30ft. modern, "mechanised",/ boats.) 
Important changes seem to have taken place about the ye<tr 1958. VVe have this change 
in the relative importance of Ma-del and small coastal boats. And I have already pointed out that 
a trebling in the rate of increase in Ceylon's fish production also occurred about that year. It is 
therefore necessary for me to remind you 
(a) that "mechanised boats" (also referred to variously as "2-tonners" "3?,-tonners ,, 
and" 4-tonners ", hut which I should prefer to speak of as 26-30 ft. non-traditional or modern boats) 
that these boats were first introduced in 1958 when 7 of them were launched; and that by 1963 
there were a total of 1,l5c of them, the average addition annually being 230 boats; 
(b) that though our efforts to mechanise traditional craft ( orns, teppams, vallams, etc.) 
began as far back as 1948 the process really ca.ugh, on about the vea.r 1958. as will be seen from the 
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fact that between 1948 and 191J8 numbers of traditional craft that were mechanised rose from 0 to 
104 (a rate of less than I 0 per year), whereas between 1958 and 1963 the number mechanised rose 
from 104 to 861, a rate of more tha,n 190 per year; a.a.d 
(c) that nylon nets, which were firEt Clemomtrated by the Department to Ceylon fishermen 
in 1955, came into use amongst them in~ very small way in 1956, spread during 1957, and had become 
so popular by 19!58 that it is e....-en stated in the Administration Report of the Director of Fis~eries 
for that year that dealers were unable to satisfy the demand. 
All this suggests that the main causes of the extraordinary increase in fish production since 
1958 of 10,100 tons per annum were the introduction of these 26-30 ft modern boats popularly called 
"mechanised boats", the mechanisation of traditional craft, and the change-over to nylon gear. 
It is possible to calculate the separate contributions of these 3 factors to the total increase in catch. 
This I have done, and the results are as follows 3 : 
Introduction of " mechanisc·d boats " 
Mechanisation of traditional craft 
Change-over to nylon gear on non-mecnanised traditional craft 4 
Increase in numbers of non-mechanised traditional craft 4 
Coastal boat fishery (Total of above) 
Percentage 
oont·rib' r.tion 
to total 
increase for 
1952-1963 
25.0 
10.8 
27.7 
8.2 
71.7 
(Note.-As has already been pointed out 1,150 "mechanised boats" were introduced and Sol trarlitio'1l 
craft mechanised. The number of traditional craft in use increased from about 9,000 jn 1952 to about 13,000 
in 1963.) 
From the above tahle it should be clear that these 3 factors, the introduction of" mechanised 
boats", the mechanisation of traditional craft, and the adoption of nylon nets, have been mainly 
responsible for the spectacular increase in Ceylon's fish-production since 1958. What has it cost the 
Department to bring this about? The nylon nets have involved the D3partment in no expenditure 
at all, apart of course from the negligible amount connected with the original demonstratio•1s to local 
fishermen oftbe use of these nets. The "mechansied boats" have cost Rs.17,500each (inclusive of a set 
of gear) and have been introduced on hire-purchase at an average rate of 230 boats per year since 
l95R; so that the total expenditure on them has been Rs. 4·0 millions (in loans). Mechanisation of 
traditional craft, at an average of 190 units per year since 195S and about Rs. 2,0CO each, has cost 
about Rs. 0.4 million rer year. The Department has therefore spent on an average just Rs. 4.4 
millions each year since 1958 to achieve this increase of7,100 tons per year in Ceylon's fish-production 
(the 1958-63 rate of 10,100 tonsjyr minus the 1952-58 rate of 3,000 tonsjyr.). This increase would 
have needed the addition of 9 large trawlers (about Rs. 9. 0 :millions) and I large :fishery harbour 
complete with shore installations (about Rs. 10.0 mmions) each year since 1958 if it had to be achieved 
with tlus type of fishing boat. Rs. 19.0 millions a year against Rs. 4.4 millions. 
3 I have already mentioned that our st.atistics are not completely satisfactory. These calculations, naturally. 
are l"ubiect to that limitation. For example, the contribution of the " mechanised boats " to the tctal increase is 
probably higher than shown by the calculations because of a tendencv to under-record catches so as to avoid loan 
repayments. On the other hand, inaccuracies in the registration of boats might well have led to a larger number 
of traditional craft being indicated as built than in fact were built during the II year period of this st11dy. Should 
this have happened then the nylon net contribution to the increase in catch will be larger than shown 
by these calculations. 
4 Lest an intensive programme of building more traditional l'raft be started, I find I must point out that ths-
8Verage catch per year per craft is as follows: Non-mechanised Traditional Craft without Nylon Nets-1.4 tons; 
the same wit:n Nylon Nets-3. 0 tons; Mechanised Traditional Craft-S to 9 tons ; "mechanised boats "-14 to 15 tons. 
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It is, I hope, fairly clear now that ouite apart from what you may decide to do about exploiting 
the W adge Bank and the distant-water tuna resources of the Indian 0 :;ean, you should not neglect 
our coastal waters. The increase in our coastal fish porduction has been very large, has been achieved 
very cheaply, and should be maintained, at least, itnotsteppedup. But is it possible to do this without 
over-exploiting these coastal recources ? There is a view which has been assiduously propagated 
in the last 2 years or so, that our coastal waters have reached the limit of their exploitable capacity 
already. Dr. Tiews, a foreign expert who was specially invited to Ceylon, spent 20 days in this country 
in January 1963, and then saw fit to lend this1 view the support of his authority. But is it a correct 
view ? It is possible by experimental means to determine the amount of Carbon fixed in our waters 
by the process of photosynthesis-in other words, to determine the amount of food manufact11red 
by the microscopic and free-Boating plants in these waters with the energy of the sunlight falling 
on them. From this estimate it is possible to calculate the amount of fish :flesh that grows annually 
in our coastal waters. Unfortunately, there have been no suc;h exp3rimen.tal studies made for these 
waters hitherto-mainly because of wrong ideas as to what fisheries reserach should be. Such studies 
have now been started at my instance, but it will be sometime before the results of these experiments 
are available. And it is fortunate, therefore, that some work of this nature has been done hy two 
Indian fishery scientists in 1960 and 1963 for coastal waters on the opposite side of the Gulf of Mam1.ar 
where conditions are likely to be so similar to ours as to make it safe for us to use their results. 
It has been shown by Prasad and Nair in 1960 and 19&3, that the actual fish catch of these 
Indian coastal waters in a strip about 6t miles wide and with an avg. depth of about 7-} fathoms 
is only about 0.03 per cent of the total Carbon fixed by photosynthesis. On the other hand other 
fishery scientists, Nielsen and Jensen (1957), had shown earlier that in coastal waters around theN orth 
Sea, where fis;rilng is highly mechanised, as much as 0.2 to 0·3 per cent. of the Carbon fixed is harvested 
in the form offish. The Indian scientists concluded therefore, and concluded correctly I think, that the 
potential Indian coastal catch was 7 to ] 0 times the actual catch. Conditions in our coastal waters 
being probably similar it is safe to conclude that our own fish resources in this area a.re such that our 
potential coastal yield too is 7 to 10 time our actual yield. Basing my calculations on the actual 
catch of 38·2 thousand tons from coastal water;; for tue year 1956, which is well before the mechanisa-
tion <J.,tad the introduction of nylon gear that led to the spectacular increases of the years 1958 to 1963, 
l find that the potential harvest frol!l a narrow strip of coastal sea about 6t miles wide aU round this 
island is between 267 and 382 thousand tons per year. Our actual catch in 1963 from coastal waters was 
84 thousand tons. This means that between 183 an 298 thousand tons of the potential harvest that 
year must have been left u-Ll.harvested. It me:tm that if we c)ntinue to incraase our exploitation 
at the current rate of 10,!00 tons per year it will be at least 18 years, probably 30, before we even 
attain our potential yield, let alone begin to o-ver-exploit our resources from these e:oastal waters. 
From Prasad and Nair's figures I ha-ve also made an estimate of the Indian potential coastal 
catch (in the region studied) on a per-sq.-mile basis. This is: approx. 90 to 120 short tons per sq. mile 
per year. To give you an idea of how m1dest an estimate this is I must point out that it is rou~hly 
equival mt to 260-370 lbs per acre per year, or about 1 lb per acre per day. On this estimate a strip !5 
miles wide around. Ceylon's 830 mi.les of coast-line should yield between 380 and 510 thousand tons 
of fish e<tch year. On the basis of this estimate it will be at least 30, probably 50, years before we 
shall have attained the potential yield from our coastal waters. Since, however, nearly half of this 
length of coast-line is very considerably deeper than 7t fathoms at 5 miles off-shore and the 
productivity may therefore be lower, and since a great many assumptions are included in any 
determination of primary production and of potential fish production, it will not be safe to take 
any but the lowest of tuese estimates, namely 267 thousand tons per year-at least until actual 
commercial or exploratory fishing has indicated that the figure should be higher. 
What lines should the future development of Ceylon's fisheries take~ It is clear that the 
exploitation of our coastal fisheries must be intensified. I also advocate very strongly that the 
development of our fisheries should be on a broad front, di-versified and balanced; one fishery should 
not be developed to the exclusion of the others, one section of the industry should not be developed 
to the exclusion of the others. For example, it is inadvisable to concentrate all your attention on the 
development of a distant-water tuna-fishery; and I think I have said enough for you to understand 
why. Anoher example : it is inadvisable for you to concentrate your energies and monies on fish-
11roduction alone. However attractive it may be to achieve a spectacular break-through within a 
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couple of years or so to catching enough fish for self-sufficiency it is inadvisable to neglect the pro viRion 
of harbours, of shore facilities, of an adequate storage, distribution and marketing system. To neglect 
any ofthese could spell disaster. Exact figures are not availble to me but I have gathered, from what 
the Department's Extension Officers have reported about the time they have to spend on work in 
connection with wrecks, that for want of adequate shelters you are already losing about 2 dozen 
"mechanised boats" a year, that is about 10 per cent. of your average annual issue of these boats. 
At Rs. 17,500 per boat this represents a loss to Government of about Rs. 0·4 million per year ; and 
at 15 tons of fish per boat this represents a loss in fish production of at least 360 tons per year, that 
is about half the annual catch of a large Wadge Bank trawler. Or consider marketing. Two private 
trawler companies preceeded the Fisheries D3partment in the commercial exploitation of the WF~dge 
13ank. Both had to dose down as a result of falling fiBh prices. Sh alingam, ~former Research Officer 
of this Station, has shown that though the catcl-t per trawler per day's trawling rose from 2,484 lbs. 
in 1928 to 5,352 lbs in 1935, that is by more than U6 per cent., the price per lb. of fish landed fell 
durin~ this period from 2B cents in ] 928 to lO cent.; in 193£1, that is by more than .'5G per cent. Neglect 
to provide an adequate storage, distribution and marketing system cou.ld sitt~ilarly spe1l disaster 
for tb.e }fisheries Corporation as well as for tl:e small private fisherman. 
But whereas I can malce these important general suggestions I am not in a position to give 
details of a suitable distribution of Government or Corporation investment and effort a,s between 
the different classes of boats, the different sections of the industry, and so on. T': make such 5t detiiiled 
plan one would have to know what the productivity of each type of boat to be used is in relation to 
its total and its foreigP exchange costs ; and whilst I could work this out for those craft of which 
we hate some experience (from our own exploratory fisl:ting, and from the commercial fishing of this 
and other countries in these waters), I wnnot work it out for the other sizes and types of craft which 
it is quite likely will he necessary to harvest fully t~e potential catch refern~d to earlier. '] o make 
such a dehiled plan one v.ould also need to know in what forms that :t-otential harvest will present 
itself for harvesting, where arounc ou~ coaF:ts, and at what times of the ye·-tr ; and 9JF:o what means 
will be needed for harvesting each form, what type of brat, what gear. Almost all the exploratory 
and experimental fishing needeL to provide this information still remains to be done-and w:ill remain 
thlls so long as the Research Station is witb.out a suitable research-cum-fishing vessel. To make such 
a detailed plan one would need to know lots of other important information as well; for example: 
what the production targets and other policy objectives ~tre :what the availability of foreign exchange 
will be : what limitations will be set as a matter of policy on the recruitment of personnE'l, on the 
training of skilled personnel, on the construction of harbourR, on the developmt>nt of storage, diRtri-
bution and marketing, and so on. None of this information is available to me and 1 cannot, therefore, 
suggest any detailed programme of development. 
I have gathered that decisions have already been taken to invest in 60 baby-trawlers (40 ft · 
class), 4 small 70 ft. trawlers, and 10 tuna-clippers, besides the 5 large trawlers already on order; 
also that the purchase of 3 more large trawlers and m::tny more tuna-clippers, even the chartering 
of a tuna-mother-ship and her attendant catchers, is being seriously contemplated ; and also that 
no more loans for the construction and hire-purchase by fishermen of the '26-30 ft. class of modern 
boats ("mechanised boats") are to be granted. And I venture to repeat sugg~stions that I have 
already offered to the Director ofFisheries and to the Board of the Corporation: 
(a) that no further incre::tse in large ships be made until adequate harbours anrl shore 
installations are provided; 
(b) that when these increases are made they should gradual and guided by a monitoring of 
the fishery; 
(c) that special efforts be made to hurry the completion of the large fishery harbours in Galle 
and Trincomalee; 
(d) that special efforts be made to provide shelters for the fleet of 26-30 ft. "mechanised 
boats" and 40ft. baby-trawlers; 
(e) that a special effort be made to organise an adequate storage, distribution and marketing 
system, so that increases in catch v.ill not lead, through localised over-production and fall in fish 
prices, to financial losses for the industry and a cutting down of fishing effort and hence of fish produc-
tion (there are signs that this is already happening at va:rious places around the coast) ; 
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(f) that the facilities for training fishermen in modern fishing techniques, and for training 
mechanics a.nd other technical cadres, be expanded : and 
(g) that the increase in exploitation of our coastal fish resources be at least mg,intained, by 
a. continuance of the present rates of installation of engines on already existing traditional craft 
(about 200 per year) and of loan grants for the construction and hire-purchase of 26-30 ft. "mecha-
nised boats" (about 250 per year); or, preferably, that this increase in ex-pl0itation of the coa.st~l 
resources he stepperl up by increasing these rates to ahout 1,000 mechanisations of already existing 
traditional craft and about 500 loan grantsfor construction and hire-purchase of new "mechanised 
boats " each year. · 
Eighty to ninety-five per cent. of our fish imports consist of cured fish (70-90 per cent. dried 
fish, and 5-10 per cent. Maklive fish) and on the assumption that this inrlicates a great demand 
for cured fish it has been suggsted that a speci:1.l effort be made to promote local production of this 
class of commodity, even that the Fisheries D3partment or Corporation take to its manufacture 
:in a big way. Jt is appropriate, therefore, that I should indicate here what light an examination of 
our statistics throws on this matter. 
Local produ~tion of cured fish, mostly dried, stood at 4·6 thomand tons (dry wt.) in 1952 
As about 3 lbs. of fresh-fish are need:Jd for the production of I lb. of dried-fish, this means that about 
56% of the local coastlll fish catch of 24·7 thousand tons was being converted into cured fisb in 1952 
Since then, coastal fish landings have increased tremr:mdously, as we have already seen, but local 
cured fish production has increased hardly at all. It has rem:1ined fluctuating between 4·9 and 5·9 
thousand tons per year. Thus, in 1963 when coastal landings had risen to 84 thousanrt tons, 3~ 
times what they were in 1952, cured fish production was just about 5·4 thomanrl tons, h'1rrt1y a sixth 
more than it was in ] 952. And this represents the conversion of a mere 19% of the catch. 
It was only after 1960, after imports had been artificially and severely restricted, that local 
production of cured showed any significant increase. But that too was (a) only during the first 
2 years after the imposition of the restriction, namely 1961 and 1962; and (b) only by a relatively 
small amount- see Fig. 12. Thus, though imports fell by 22·3 thousand tons (dry wt.) from the 
1960 figure local production of cured never rose beyond 8·5 thousand tons per year, even thougil-
more than enough fish was being caught locally along the coast to permit the entire shortfall in im-
ports of drierl. fish being mad0 good by local m'1nufa,cture. Nor did this slight and temporary rise 
in production of local cured do anything to reverse the stead~T fall throughout the II-year period 
of this study, in the proportion of local fresh-fish that is converted into cured-fish. As you will see 
from Fig. 12 it faJls from 56% in 1952 to a mere 19% in 1963. All this can hardly be said to indi-
Date any large unsatisfied demand for cured-fish, as such. 
Most of the curing around our coasts is done when, for one reason or anotber, fish landed can. 
not be moverl away quickly enough to be sold fresh to tl1e consumer - generally for lack of road 
outlets or sufficient transport. D:1ring the last war (1939-45), when the Fisheries Department was 
called upon to und3rtake the purchase and m'1rketing of fish, it was .realised for the first time how 
poorly served were most of the important fishing centres in this matter of road outlets, and how 
gravely this ham:oered purchase and distribution. A programme of building fishery roads was st;;,rted. 
Yet it was only in 1944 that such important centres as Sinnapadu and Uddapuwa were connected 
to the main road net-work by special fisher~y roads. Errukkulampiddy was provided with a road 
outlet only in 1947. This process of building fishery roads was stepped up fairly steadily from 1954: 
and, by H.l63, the Department had spent a total of about Rs. 3·5 millions on such roads. During 
this same period ice-proCluction has increased a11rllorry transport has improved and expanded. Tilese 
are the main re;;,sons why the percentage of fresh-fish cured has dropped from f>6 in 19.)2 to 19 in 
1963. Our huge imports of dried and otherwise cured fish reflect a great dem'1nd for fish; they are 
not indicative of a great demand for dried-fish. Imports are in the cured form m~:~.inly because of 
the 1aek of suitable and sufficient cold-storage at the ports of entry. All of which is not to say that 
there is no demand at all for cured fis1l, as such. There certainly is : and there will continue to be. 
But this is mainly a demand for fish as a flavour rather than as a food. Tt is, ani! it will continue 
to be, a small demand. 
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Finally what of self-sufficiency ~ At our present rate of consumption (say, 40 lbs. jperson/ 
year) we now need for our population of 10·7 million persons about 189 thousand tons of fish. We 
have just seen that from our coastal waters alone our potential catch is 267 thousand tons per year 
- from which it is clear that self-sufficiency is quite possible. But how will our increasing popu-
lation affect this situation·~ Our population is increasing at a rate of about 245,000 persons per 
year. We shall therefore neecl to catch about 4,400 tons of fish extra each year in order to provide 
for these extra people and still maintain the average consumption at 40 lbsjpersonjyear. Subtrac-
ting 189 thousand tons, which is what we need at present to be self-sufficient, from our potential coastal 
harvest of 267 thousand tons, will leave us a balance of 78 thousand tons. This, if drawn on at a 
rate of 4,400 tons per year, is enough to keep our population of 18 years hence also self-sufficient. 
And that is a long enough time ahead to be getting on with ; one cannot say what other factors may 
come into operation before the 18 years are up. Besides you should remember that l have taken 
no account of our inland fishery resources or of our middle and distant water fish resources in making 
the c<:~lculation. 
Granted we can become self-sufficient, how soon can this be achieved? That depends on 
several factors, like the rate of production of trained personnel, the provision of harbours, shelters,. 
repair-shops, slipways, storage and ice plants, a suitable distribution and marketing system, and 
the amount of exploratory and experimental fishing that is done- for it is one thing to make a general 
estimate of productivity, quite another to know where, when, how and in what form the harvest 
can be gathered. I have already referred to this. Another of these crucial factors which is almost 
always overlooked is the av'Lilability of foreign exchange. This is because it is generally assumed 
that self-sufficiency in fish-production will, in all circumstances, mean a saving of foreign exchange. 
But toda,y we need foreign exchange to buy engines, ships, spares, fuel, gear and the like. The avaHa-
bility of foreign exchange will therefore control the speed with which we reach self-sufficiency. On 
the other hand, if in order to become self-suffi::ient almost over-night, so to speak, we have to spend 
more on the import of ships, engines, spares, and so on that we now do on the import of :fish we should 
have made a poor exchange. It is necessary therefore to promote the growth of industries like net-
manufacture, engine-construction, ship-building and so on, and carefully to relate the speed with 
which we move towards the goal of self-sufficiency in fish-production to the rate of growth of these 
industries. 
Finally J must hark back to the proposed stoppave of loans for the construction iM1.d hire-
purchase of 26-30 ft. "mechanised boats." This will not only cut rack severely on the current 
rate of increase in fish production. It will also, as I have already pointed out to the Director, 
resnlt on the one hand in the closure of many small boat-yards-and these are a source not only of 
modern fishing boats but also of a new type of skilled boat-wright; and at least some of them might 
develop into yards capable of building the larger classes of ships needed in the future. On the other 
band, since " mechanised boats " produce not only fish but also a new type of skilled fisherman, 
one used to handling and running engines and the modern type of fisbing boat, you will also be 
cutting back drastically on the production of such modernised fisherman by the stoppage of these 
loans. And yet, for the future development of the fishing industry you need these very things-more 
and bigger boat-yards, more skilled boat-wrights, more modernised fishermen. 
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1. Fish Liver Oil 
II. FISHERIES BY-PRODUCTS 
By 
c. ST. E. GUNESEK.ARA. 
F-isheries Research Station, Colombo 3, Ceylon. 
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The manufacture of a medicinal oil containing Vitamin A was st::trtert using shark livers only. 
Research showed that livers of other fish also contained high levels of Vitamin A but shark livers 
were more economical to process as the livers were of larger size (5% of the shark compared to 1-2% 
in other fish) and the amount of oil was much higher (40% in shark liver, under 10% in other livers). 
However, in view of their Vitamin A content it was found feasible to bring back for processin~ Uvers 
of all large fish whenever the amount of shark liver obtained was below the handling capacity of the 
plant. 
2. Dried Fish 
This is of two types : 
(a) Condiment type. This is a product with strong flavours to be used in limited quantities. 
Maldive Fish, J ardi and much of our local dried fish are of this type. There is 
a demand for this type of product which must be met by loeal manufacture, but in 
my opinion, the use of fish as a condiment need not be encouraged as we have 
an abundance of vegetable spices as substitutes. We can probably learn to do 
without maldive fish as we now do without " diyahakuru " another fish condiment 
from the Maldives. 
(b) Food type. This is a product salted and dried without fermentation. Local processing 
methods are erude so that fermentation flavours develop and change the product 
towards the condiment type. A method of preparing unfermented dried fish 
was worked out and a rough marketing test showed that as this dried fish was 
different from the usual market varieties, it had to be accepted on its own mer·its 
as a new product. I suggest that the Corporation manufactures and markets 
unfermented, hy~ienically prepared dried fish for use as a direct substitute for iced 
or frozen fish. Conversion into dried fish can be recommended for varieties of fish 
which are unpopular when fresh but acceptable in dried form and also in areas 
where icing and freezing facilities are inadequate or not available. 
3. Seaweeds 
One variety of red seaweeds (Kanji parsi) is well-known as a foodstuff in Ceylon as it contains 
agar which is used as a jelly. Resea.rch on this weed revealed the presence of extensive beds off the 
east coast and an export trade with Japan was established for this seaweed. A simple process of 
extracting crude agar was also worked out so that its local manufacture could be encouraged. Brown 
seaweerls contain alginic acid and have a wide variety of industrial m~es. The extent and quality 
of our brown seaweeds are presently being investigated to assess their commercial possibilities. 
ill. THE ROLE OF TECHNOLOGY IN FISHERIES DEVELOPMENT IN CEYLON 
By 
N. N. DE SILVA, 
Fisheries Research Station, Colombo 3, Ceylon. 
As an industry, Fisheries of Ceylon is unique in that it has received more attention from foreign 
experts than any other in the island. Hora and Pilla pointed out in 1955 that ''Very few countries 
have had the benefit of advice from so many specialists in planning the development of fisheries a5 
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Ceylon." The position in 1964 is even better. Now we have had the experience of nearly double that-
number of specialists and reports. Leaving aside the minor ones, over 50 such reports are now avail 
able. Some of these are based on sound expertise; others on local experience ranging from 20 days 
(Tiews, 1963) to lO years (Kvaran, 1962.). All this is, of course~ in addition to numerous other reports, 
advice and suggestions imposed, offered or sold by innumerable local exyJerts of sorts. In this confusion 
of opinions and suggestions, it is virtually impossible for a well-meaning lay administrator to come 
to any decision on how :fisheries should develop. 
Natuarlly like everybody else, when I was young and inexperienced, I have also tried to offer 
and even tried to impose for a short time, my own views on how certain aspects of :fisheries should 
develop. Now, knowjng as I do the occupational hazards of research workers turning technical 
advisers, I hope I shall be forgiven if I restrain myself and pose before you a few problems instead of 
offering solutions, and at the end of my talk I shall try to place before you :five aspects of the industry, 
which to my mind need urgent solution. 
If we look back over the last decade or tw·o of :fisheries development in Ceylon, we cannot help 
but notice the almost imperceptible revolution that has taken place. It has been imperceptible 
because the changes have been small, not in themselves, but :relatively. As Medcof (1963) :reported 
" even maintenance of present standards will :require a supreme effort and betterment will demand 
the most careful co-ordination of every ounce of energy that can he brought to bear on the problem 
of development and developmental research." Much of this achievement has been due to the rapid 
and expanding introduction of modern technology to what was virtually a stagnant industry. If 
any criticism can be made, it is that what has been achieved has been only a fraction of what should 
have been achieved with the resources that have been made available. This failure as I had pointed 
out on an earlier occasion (de Silva, N. N., 19114) was mainly due to administrative failure in 
execution of policy combined with the weakness of policy due to the failure to recognise the problems, 
needs or aspirations in applying modern technology to a primitive industry. 
Training. Firstly, there was a failure to recognise that any technological development requires 
the cultivation of certain minimum skills for whlch a certain degree of intelligence and education, 
is required. It is correct that in 1958 nearly 64% of our fishermen were literate (de Silva, G. N. 
1964). But it is impossible to equate literacy with either education or intelligence. It is even more 
fallacious to equate it with the ability to receive or accept technological change. To people, who in 
the execution ofthei:r profession are at a stage of technological development where the use of the wheel 
and the pulley is not familiar, the intricacies of an internal combustion engine and other modern 
navigational aids as well as the modern sc-ience of :fisheries become formidable problems to cope V~<ith 
and master. Indeed the poverty and the depressed condition o-fthe fishing community has been quite 
rightly ascribed to the uneconomic techniques adopted in their- occupation. It has also been stated 
that this is" often due to an attitude of mind which makes them view any innovation in the industry 
with suspicion and even hostility.'' It is easy to offer criticism of this at t.itude of mind, easy to condemn 
their stupidities regarding the bad maintenance of boats and engines, their lack of managerial skills 
leading to their chronic indebtedness- nearly 75% of the :fishermen are in debt- , but is it their 
fault ~ Have :fisheries administrators realised the socio-economic impact of the introduction of techno-
logy on the fishing community? Have they taken sufficient steps to overcome the associated problems~ 
Indeed this is one aspect of :fisheries to which experts, local or foreign ha.ve paid very little attention. 
The only exception was Chaplin (1957) who to a small extent pointed out the need for :fisherieR education 
The little that has been done has not been executed with the urgency or pressure that is required for 
a technologjcal breakthrough in :fisheries. We can indeed profit by the experience of the Japanese 
who started fisheries education simultaneously with the introduction of modern technology into 
fisheries. There the first fishery school. the Fuki Prefectural Obama Fishery School, was started in 
1895. The Tokyo University of Fisheries was started in 1897. But it was only in 1898 that Japan 
bought the first second-hand steam :fishing boat, a Norwegian whaler of 125 gross tons named' Orga' 
as well as the steam trawler 'Henne Castle' of 169 gross tons from Britain. At present there a:re 
over 63 high schools teachlng fisheries and over 15 Universities in which Fisheries faculties have been 
established. They have among them over 32 traini_ng cum research vessels. I believe that even at 
this late stage a basic :requirement for fisheries development in Ceylun too must be an extensive and 
intensive programme for the education and organisation of fishermen. 
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Recruitment into the industry. There i~ another aRpect of the industry which disturbs me 
greatly, 3.nd does not seem to rr,-ceive sufficien;; attention. It is the low rate of recruitment of personn€11 
into the industry. According to a survey done in 1958 only 19% of the fisher parents wished theu 
children to take to fishing. "The percentage of those who do not want their children to take to 
fishery work as a profession is large enough to arrest anyone's attention. With tht, 
increase ofliteracy among them, fisher families tend to discourage their children from taking to fishing 
as an occupation The children themselves, after finishing whatever schooling they get, invariably 
tend to keep out of fishing ; for though fishermen are admired for their daring and enterprise in braving 
heavy gales and high seas in pursuit of fish, yet fishing does not seem to reach as high in the eyes of 
many as do occupations like carpentry or farndng" (de Silva, G. N., 1964). The percentage of new 
entry into fisheries is lower than 5. It has been estimated that the total increase in the fishing popula-
tion compared to the existing one is very low indeed and is about 1 o/o. With modern free education 
and the privilages attached to agriculture and industrial employments, the rate of recruitment into 
fisheries is not only comparatively low but also very poor in quality. Indeed it is those who fail to 
do well at school, who are unsucessful in their attempts at entry into any other profession, that drift 
into fisheries. Can we usher in a new era of technological advance with this quality of human material~ 
Surely something must be done to attract young people who are keen and intelligent into the industry. 
Something must be done to increase the prestige of fishing as a profession if we want the anticipated 
brealz-through in fisheries to be a reality. For ultimately the suc0ess of any technological advance is 
dependent on the human element which exercises it and no amount of expertise or capital investment 
can compensate for the poor quality of this element. 
=~"'" 
Objectives. At this point let us turn our attention to the objectives of fisheries development. 
It is important to be quite clear in our minds what we wish to achieve and where our targets must be 
fixed. As Medcof (1963) put it "Many people including administrators are guilty of thinking in 
in circles. Their first task is to clari(y their own thinking." Indeed much of the confusion 
in fisheries may be traced to this confusion of aims. Let me give an example. During the early 
forties a brave attempt was made to organise fishermen's co-operatives. Looking back on the long 
sad story of our failure in this direction one cannot help but notice the confusion of aims that led to 
this disastrous and expensive failure. We were not sure whether to foster the co-operative spirit 
among fishermen or try to develop fisheries. We ended up by achieving neither. 
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What do we want to achieve by fisheries development? Supply :fish as protein at any cost 
to a protein-starved population ? Ameliorate the terrible economic condition of an important segment 
of our community? Save foreign exchange~ .Justify political slogans~ Or even prove the advantages 
of one particular type of administrative organisation over another for economic development~ All 
these are very worthy aims. But can they all be achieved at the same time - pa,rticularly with a 
short term plan ~ .Let us by all means run towards our goal, but let us be sure :first where we want to go. 
This confusion of aims makes it very difficult to decide on any matter in :fisheries planning. 
Take for example the development of the :fishing fleet. The rapid development of :fisheries requires 
heavy capitalization and the related monitoring of the :fishing fleet. Tn this development attention 
must be paid to the different aspects of the industry so that it takes place in all segments of the industry 
simultaneously without hindering each other or the entire industry. Thus the number and size of 
boats will depend on what aspects of the industry we wish to develop urgently. Reference to :figures 
14,15,16 shows that-
(a) as far as economy of operation is concerned (lowest cost of production per pound of 
:fish) a home buHt 50 to 60 foot boat for :fishing within a 100 mile range and costing 
about Rs. 60,000 with a crew of 10 will be best. (Fig. 14); 
(b) in terms of maximum employment per unit of investment, mechanization of existing 
craft and the mechanised 25 to 30-foot boats are to be preferred. (Fig. 15); 
(c) for increasing the catch during the shortest possible time with the minimum of effort 
deep sea fishing boats (trawlers and tuna clippers) are to be preferred. (Fig. 16). 
Thus any discussion of the nature of the fleet, to what extent one type of vessel should be preferred to 
another, and in what proportion, the spread-out of investment on the tleet, will all be determined 
by what objectives we have in mind. 
To me, speaking as a citizen of this country more than as a fisheries research worker, the main 
:aim of :fishery development should be to make available to us plenty of :fish at a reasonable price and 
in good condition. According to Bertram (1948) however, "the important objective in any :fishery 
development is the emergence of the :fisherman as an individual and as a class, as an active contented 
and independent member of the community. So ultimately wiJl his efforts help in the attainment of 
higher standards for all." Holliman (1962) on the other hand thought that the objectives of :fisheries 
in developing countries are two fold: (i) to bring about a rapid increase in:fish production in order to 
improve the intake of animal protein; and (ii) to m:tke parallel improvements in fish marketing and 
distrihutive facilities, and set up ancillary services that are required to carry out these developments, 
e.g. ship-building facilities, improved landing and harbour facilities, cold stores, :fish processing and 
by-products plants, road-transport and housing. Whatever the objectives, they must be clarified 
first and foremost if we wish to plan wisely and get anywhere near success in the execution of these 
plans . 
.Socio-econorn£c needs. Whatever the objectives are that we wish to have, there is no doubt 
that we shall be making a mistake, a very serious mistake, by neglecting the socio-economic aspects of 
the indmtry especially those of the existing :fisheries. Planning a brand new deep-sea fishery is well 
and good and it is, I mmt say, most fascinating. But it must not be forgotten that the backbone 
of our fish3ry is and will rem!:tin for some time, the inshore :fishery that is at present being carried on. 
To my mind, the best imm3diate returns, the most spectacular advance possible need not be propor-
tional to the degree of potential investment. Indeed heavy investment in a deep sea fishery in inter-
national water where there is still no agreement on catch quotas, is I think a great risk pu,rticularly 
for a tuna fishery which is very sensitive to over£ishing. 0"1.e som3times tends to forget during daring 
exploration, the much trodden but less risky p::tths to economic advancement. Let me give an 
example. If we take our existing sm::~,ll boats only, that is, the non-mechanized craft, mechanized 
traditional craft and the mechanized boats, and with these existing number of craft and personnel 
attempt to improve their performance for a modest increase of 10% over the present catch, we shall 
be getting annuaUy an extra 132,000 owts. of fish. This is equivalent to the catch of some 12 or 11) 
tuna boats which .vould requ!re an initial investment (mostly in terms of foreign exhange) of over 30 
million rupe6a. The ease with which this 10% increase over the present c""tch can be achieved is 
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evident from Table I in which the reasons for loss of fishing time for a sample of mechanised boats is 
classified. There was a total loss of 65. 77% fishing days, mostly due to migration from one coast. 
to another during alternating seasons, (14.18%), engine faliure, repairs or seizure (13.13%) and 
other social f<'tctors (13. 32%). These must be contrasted with such inevitable factors like bad weather 
(8.58%) and holidays, festivals, etc. (9.18%). 
TABLE I 
ANALYSIS OF CAUSES FOR LOSS OF FISHING TIME 
From the start of fishing operations the percentage of days in which there were no operations= 65. 77 %· 
Breakdown analysis of the reasons for the faliure to operate the boats : 
Sundays, Poya Days and festivals 
Seizure, engine failure and repairs .. 
Bad weather 
Reports of poor fishing by others .. 
Lack of bait 
Migration 
Other social factors 
% 
9.18 
13.13 
8.58 
5.01 
I. 70 
14.18 
13.32 
Thus it is evident that socio-economic measures alone will increase the fishing time considerably 
(41.26%). With an adequate supply of bait it could be further increased. Thus double the catch 
is theoretically possible. Surely then a 10% increase out of a possible 50% is possible with the simplest 
socio-economic measures. According to my calculations these measures need not cost us anything 
more than l. 5 million rupees, about the cost of a single trawler. This money, even if we fail to 
achieve the target, will remain in Ceylon and at worst may be considered a subsidy to a sector of the 
industry, which has hitherto received none, except in the form of untaxed salt. 
I am not for a moment suggesting that we must not go in for deep sea fishing or even that we 
must postpone such a venture. Indeed we should make this venture. The earlier the better. Only 
when embarking on a deep sea fishery that we should not forget the folks at home. 
JJ[arketing. Let us next take the case of fish after landing. I do not yet know what plans 
have been formulated but it disturbs me that the present channels of distributing this highlyperisha.ble 
commodity are nowhere near adequate to cope up with a sudden increase of production in bulle 
It must be remembered that early a,ttempts at trawling in Ceylon failed due to the lack of a sufficiently 
well organised marketing system. Even now if the catch is doubled at a fishing centre there is a local 
saturation of the market and a choking of the distributive channels, leading to a disastrous drop 
in prices. It has been sl>own that the economics and the productive capacity of a fishery are often 
limited by the efficiency of handling on shore. Efficiency in thls direction is a measure of the ability 
to distribute fish in the widest area with the least possible delay and expense. Here naturally modern 
technology has a vital role to play. My limited experience has shown that much of the technology 
of fish handling evolved for temperate climates and temperate varieties of fish is not necessarilv the 
best or even suited at all for our conditions in a tropical climate. In this sphere considerable re-
thinking is necessary. But are we doing anything in this direction ~ Some research is being done 
but in proportion to the problem it is woefully inadequate. This type of research leading to a rationa-
lised distributing system will bring in immediate returns. 
LookiDg at it in another way, let us examine the composition of the price of fish. Tables 
II and III show the break-down of the price of the fish in Ceylon compared to that in the U. K. 
A. number of interst:ing facts appear to emerge. Firstly, the proportion of the total price that goes 
to the fisherman is not very different, 52.5% in U.K. and 41.4% in Ceylon. Secondly, and it is the 
most significant observation, the margin of profit in U.K. is only 4.68% while in Ceylon it is as high 
as 39.4%. The expenses for distribution are just the reverse; in U.K. it is 42.83% and in Ceylon 
19.2%. From the figures avaHable to us the greatest expense is borne by the wholesale mudalali at. 
St. John's market in Colombo. This is mainly by owning or paying for the transport rather than 
in any other way. Finally it is also clear that while the U.K. retailer spends as much as 21.05% for 
selling his fish, in Ceylon the retailer incurs an expense of only 2.7% of the retaH price offish. 
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TABLE II 
COMPOSITION OF THE RE'LI.IL P:S.l:CE OF FISH IN CEYLON 
Expenses Profit 
Producer ? ? 
Beach Mudalali (Port wholesaler) 3.0 5.5 
St . .John's Mudalali (Inland wholesaler) 13.5 2:l. 9 
Fish Monger (Retailer) 2.7 10.0 
Total 19.2 39.4 
TABLE lll 
COMI'OSITION OF THJ!J RETAIL PRICE OF 'I'ISH lK U. :K. 
Producer 
Port wholesaler 
lnlJYJ.d wholesaler 
l<'i.sh Monger .. 
Total 
Expenses Tmde 
surplus 
! 
15.45 
6.32 
21.05 
.. 42.83 
0.91 
0.73 
3.0'1 
4.68 
'Total 
41.4 
8.5 
37.4 
12.7 
100.0 
Total 
.52.50 
16.36 
7.05 
24.09 
100.00 
It is my opinion that this cutting dom1 of expense o:n the sale of fish is done at a terrible price. 
My assistant, 1\!Ir. A. H. W. Me:ndis, has been conducti11g a survey of :he bacteriological quality of 
:nnrketed fish in Colombo aiJd its outskirts. There is a certain group of batteria the numbers of 
which are an index of the degree of potential contamination of food by disease causing germs. 
Reference to Fig. 17 shows that much of our fish gets heavily contaminated at St ... Tohn's market, 
part.Jy by bad ieing, use of unhygeine fish boxes o:nd most of all by being thrown about on the .floor 
of the market. The simple >vashing that is done at the retail market lowers the bacterial count. 
But still the levels of cont~.nnination are sufficiently high so that, by any standards, mw:h of th~ fish 
for sale should be co;ndenmed. The presence of high levels of bacteria also lcacl to quicker spoilage. 
Renee apart from the health hazards even the quality of the :fish becomes poor. 
Fig. 16 ; Cateh per mfln on 
djfferent types of fishing vessels. 
Fig. 17 : Increase of Bacterial Flora during Sale and 
Distribution ofFish in Colombo, Ceylon. 
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If we, as I think we should, channel 20% of our profits to efficient handling and, increase the 
handling expenses to 39.2%, there is still a margin of profit ofl9.4%. If we are content with a surplus 
of 10%, then indeed the price of fish can be cheaper to the consumer by 9.4% . 
.About traditional methods of preservation, I shall comment only briefly. Certainly we must 
try to improve traditional processes and rationalise their production. But we must not fall for the 
fallacious argument that all traditional processes are sutiable for the local market. Often they 
have lasted for want of anything better and given another alternative, such markets have dwindled 
away; for exampb, the salt-fish market in Europe.. There is another group of fishery products 
which are specialty products and used as condiments or appetizers, eg. Maldive fish in Ceylon. 
Naturally it is expensive to produce but I do not think there is anything secret about its method of 
manufacture. In this instance technology can help by developing a product very like the original 
but a lot cheaper. Indeed even much of the caviare that is sold in the world today is not made as 
originally from the eggs of the sturgeon. Speaking for myself the simulating product appears to 
me much more tasty and desirable than the original. I believe the same can be done with Maldive 
:fish. 
The final point about fish preservation technology is that we are here working in a highly 
dynamic field. Technology must adapt itself to changing social conditions. Growth of suburban 
towns is accompanied by new methods of sale and display of food. Here packaging has an important 
role to play. And fish preservation technology must also adapt itself to it, for otherwise we shall 
be losing our potential markets steadily and surely. For instance, a few years ago only a few of our 
women went out to work. It has become very common now. In these conditions we should explore 
the possibilty of selling pre-cooked food, particularly fish. We must not be frightened about new 
and modern techniques. For example I believe that irradiation will prove, before long, one of the 
best and cheapest ways of preserving fish in tropical countries and that it will considerably help in 
our distribution problems. For, by this means fresh fish can be distributed and sold without ice. 
If we must catch up with the rest of tne world we must not walk but run at top speed. 
Even with the use of ice as at present, much can be done to provide good quality :fish at a 
low price by rationalising the distribution, Technology h::ts a vital role to play in the rationalisation 
of the stowage of fresh :fish in COl\' lon. For instance the wid~ly propossd principle of having a large 
number of sm'?lll, badly maitainediceFactories at large numb2rs of isolaced Fishing Centers has very 
little to commend it not even on the usual formula of being useful to the community. On the 
contrary the tendency in m<1ny countries has been to plan for cen1Tally situated Ice and Storage 
Factories (so-called inland distributing depot-o) of sufficient dimensions to justify their overheads. 
This is obviomly important in 03ylon where :fishing intensities fluctuate between the East and the 
West co'st during alternative monsoons. This situation of the ice factories in the central parts of 
the island must of necessity be linked with a centralised distribution scheme whieh adjusts carefully 
the distribution fattern on a day to day basis according to the variations of demand and supply. 
It is often forgot,ten that fish, a highly perishable commodity, has to be preserved from the 
time it is caught. Whatever wav we look at it, :fish preservation is an expensive business-every 
hour between capture and sale of fish, adds to its retail price. Thu& the application of modern 
technology to fish preservation and distribution is, if not more important, as important as the 
application of technology to fish capture; and investment in this field, often neglected, will certain-
ly bring in better returns uhan in any other field of fisheries d;')velopment in c~ylon. 
Research.-Finally, what role must research play in this break-through that we all anticipate 
in fisheries development? 
Upto now-and I say this with emphasis-fisheries has been the pl:tyground of various 
racketeers, dishonest fishe1men and unscrupulous fish-mudalalis, big-business tycoons and 
commission agents. Naturally they have resented and continue to resent any kind of objective and 
scientific advice which may be contrary to their own prejudiced views and interests, on how 
fisheries should develop. It is also accompanied by a concerted attempt, not only by them rut 
also by shallow self-styled, bogus, experts among some of our administrators, to under-estimate and 
despise local technical officers. I, for one, do not and cannot claim to be an expert on fisheriers, 
not even in my own speciality. But with all humility as a research worker, may I say tnat I have 
a role to play in the industry and it pains me that hitherto I have not been permitted to fulfil that 
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obligation. Our advice may not always be correct, and there is no obligaton to accept it. But we 
have at our disposal all the facilities to give objective and scientific advice. At least this advice 
has much less chance of being clouded by the desire to earn that fast buck. 
In as much as a medical practitioner is consulted for the cure of bodily ailments, technical 
ailments need practitioners of science. When we consult a medical practitioner we will not, in our 
own interest, try to give a diagnosis; least of all request from him the treatment we desire. But my 
experience has been that many administrators are prone to seek advice from practioners of science 
when the cancer is far too gone and then also to suggest the diagnosis, tb.e prognosis, as well as the 
cure. If modern technology is needed for fisheries development may I humbly suggest that we be 
asked-for what it is worth-at the very outset. In technology as in medicine prevention is better 
than cure. If there are still ...tny symptoms of disorder, please let us know, If we suggest a 
treatment please carry it out. If however you are not satisfied with the treatment go to other 
practitioners, for you need not pay scientists and not use them, unless you consider that the 
scientific service is another sector for unemployment relief work. 
This is as far as advice is concerned. But sound advice in technology can only be based on 
ound research. As I pointed out earlier, the problems of our fisheries are peculiarly our own. 
Research done elsewhere can help: but unless we know the limitations of that research under the 
needs and conditicns of our ow.a country, advice based on that alone can prove to be disastrous. 
Thus we must know intimately the peculia,rities of our own enviornment first of all. Much of our 
.Iesearch must be directed to this end. 
But once a problPm m·ises the cure must be immediate, and has to be based on what is already 
known. We cannot look for new antibiotics to cure an acute diarrhoea. But good research workeis 
anticipate the problems of tomorrow and research into them. For this purpose it helps us a lot to 
know what is being planned for then we have a greater chance to anticipate the problems accurately. 
An example oflack of research in this way was spot-lighted dming the mechanization of boats 
in Ceylon. Much of the catch they brought in was sharks. The market for them was poor because 
their utilization was poor. If we had known and experimented on how this increased shark catch 
could be utilized or preserved, perhaps the mechanization programme might have been a greater 
success. The problEm of shark utilization :h"lcidentally is still with us. For with the proposed 
introduction of new tuna boats I anticipate increased shark catches and it might well be that the 
difference between profit and loss during their management will be determmed by our ability to 
utilize sharks effectively. 
As scientists we have an obligation to conduct what is termed long-term research, the type 
of work the results of which may or may not prove to be of any immediate use. But even if] % of 
such research yields any useful results, such advances that will accompany them will indeed be worth 
the entire expense of the research programme of the entire country. All of us have a bit of the 
gambler in us and though it seems difficult to justify I hope fisheries administrators will look upon 
with som3 benevolence, small degrees of such 'gambling' that we sometimes try to do. Of course 
the winnings are all yours. But more important to us, such research helps us to retain our sanity 
and our sense of proportion. 
Conclusion. Based on what I have said I suggest we think :in terms of the following short-
term five-point programme for the development of fisheries in their order of priority: 
1. An intensive and extensive recruitment, training and educational programme within the 
industry. 
2. Immediate socio-economic measures to ameliorate the economic condition of the fishing 
community and increase production by 10% in the :fixst year. 
3. Plan and execute a rational and efficient sale and distribution scheme for fish. 
4. Take steps towards the development of a deep-sea and mid-sea (off-shore) fishery. 
5. Expand the activities and gear the workjng, of the research division to <"chieve the self-
sufficiency target in 3 years. 
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IV. SEA WEEDS 
By 
M. DUR.A.IRATNAM 
Fisheries Research Station, Colombo 3, Ceylon 
Seaweeds belong to a group of plants called Marine Algae. These can be divided into two main 
groups: (1) Attached plants, the larger fixed plants growing on the continental shelf (2) Miscroscopic 
floating forms called phytoplankton. There is another group which are the dead remains of the 
above groups called detritus. 
Uses of Seaweeds: These can be divided into 5 groups (l) Chemicals (2) Food (3)) Agar 
(4) Fish food (5) Plankton in relation to fisheries. 
(1) Chemicals: Brown Seaweeds are used in the manufacture of bromine, iodine, sodium 
sulphate, potassium sulphate, formic acid, acetic acid, methylated spirits and acetone. The most 
important seaweed product prepared commercially today is alginic acid and its calcium and sodium 
salts and these are used in a great variety of goods. Alginates have a wide variety of uses as cosmetics, 
pharmaceuticals, thickening and stablising agents in the manufacture of processed foods. Beryllium 
alginate and calcium alginate are usecl for the manufacture of arti:fi.cia.l silk. Brown seaweed is also 
used as a source of mannitol and as a substitute in the manufacture of explosives. 
(?) Food : Algae are used as food in most countries like Japan, China, Philippines and Hawaii. 
Ulva species, known as green laver or sea lettuce, is eaten as a salad in most countries. Other kinds 
of green algae, like Caulerpa and Codium, are used for preparing pickles. Brown seaweeds like La-
minaria are used as food and for preparing a kind of tea in Japan. Many types of food are prepared 
from it. 
The most important red seaweed used as food in Japan is Porphyra commonly called laver. 
It is a delicacy in Japan and about 500,000 people are engaged in culturing these seaweeds in bays. 
The other popular red seaweed is Gracilaria sp. and Chondrus crispus. 
(3) Agar: This is manufactured from certain red seaweeds. In Ceylon the most suitable 
seaweeds are Gracilaria confervoides and Gracilaria lichenoides. Agar is a jelly like extract and is 
used in the preparation of delicacies like sweets, jellies, ice cream, and in canning fish to prevent the 
soft parts from being broken up. It is also used extensively in the preparation of media for growth 
of bacteria. 
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(4) Fish Food: The blue green algae play an important part in fish culture. The algae live 
on organic substances found in polluted waters. Their naturaJ habitat is water foul with organic 
matter. One of the most :important fish of the tropical Pacific is a large fish called milk fish 
(Ckanos chanos) which is silvery in colour. These marin.e fish when kept jn captivity in ponds feed 
on certa:Ln. algae. The fry of milk fish collected from the sea are transferred into ponds containing a, 
species of a blue green alga Lyngbya. This is filamentous, delicate, and slender, enclosed in a gela-
tinous sheath. They form the diet of this fish for three months. After three months they are trans-
ferred to ponds containing green algae, species of Cladophora and Chaetomorpha, which are much 
coarser than Lyngbya. Aiter a further perid of two to three months they are transferred into ponds 
contaiiling another ribbon like or tubular green alga, species of Enteronwrpha, on which they feed 
until they are harvested. 
(5) Plankton: Phytoplankton plays an important role in fisheries. A few examples are given 
below:-
Prediction of Mackerel fishery : The mackerel feed on copepods which in turn feed on phyto-
plankton. In England, for example, when there is plenty of sunshine in February, there is an abun-
dance of phytoplankton in March and April thus producing food for copepods wl1ich in turn form the 
food of mackerel. Thus the quantity of mackerel is caught in abundance in May. If sunshine is 
poor in February very little phytoplankton is produced in March and April and the quantity of 
mackerel caught is small. 
Red tide : The constituent organisms in the red tide vary with circumstances. Blue green 
algae, diatoms and dinoflagellates are significant factors causing red tide. Red tide is a menace to 
oyster culture. The dinoLiagellates get entangled by viscous slime secreted from the gill of the oyster. 
These plankton choke up the gill causing difficulty for the oyster to breath. The damage can be 
rectified by removing the oysters from the area of the red tide or destroying the red tide !)y scattering 
copper sulphate in the water. 
Departmental Work 
(1) General Survey: In 1952 the Ministry of Fisheries and Industries became interested in the 
study of seaweeds. .Accord:iYJ.gly I was instructed to carry out a survey of the seaweed beds aud 
seaweed resources of the Ceylon coast. The above investigations were divided into three stages:-
(a) Systematic identification of all marine algae. 
(b) Regional distribution of aU marine algae. 
(c) Sorting of varieties which are of commercial value. 
For the purpose of this work the coast of Ceylon was divided into 8 sections :-
(1) Jaffua coast and lagoon. 
(2) Jaffna islands and the surrounding seas. 
(3) Palk bay between Punari and Vidateltivu. 
( 4) Region between Mannar and Kalpitiya. 
(5) Puttalam lagoon. 
(6) Region between Kalpitiya and Ambalangoda. 
(7) Region between Ambalangoda and Hambantota. 
(8) East Coast. 
This work was confined to the littoral region from shore land to a distance of 50 feet. P.Jl the 
different types of algae were collected right round the coast~ of Ceylon. These were identified and 
along with their regional distribution were published in Bulletins Nos.10 and 15. 
(2) Red seaweed survey: During the survey it was observed that there were two commercially 
important red seaweeds called Gracilaria confervoides and Gracilaria lichenoides. These varieties 
ase commonly known as Ceylon moss. I carried out a survey of these varieties as there was a good 
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market for this commodity in Japan. The survey revealed that Gracilaria lichenoides was found 
in large quantities in Puttalam lagoon, Silavathurai and Mannar, while Gracilaria confervoides was 
found in abvmdancein Koddiyar Bay a,t Trincomalee. Gracilaria confervoides cont2,inedabout 30-40% 
yield of agar, comparing favo-urably with Japan's grade I agar. Gracilaria lichenoides contained 
about 20-25% agar compar:i.c11g favourably with Japan's grade II agar. The results of the survey 
were published in the Ceylon Trade .Jo-urnal in 1954. 
Samples were sent out by local traders to foreign companies. The result was very encouraging. 
By the end of 1961 a hitherto neglected industry was developed and Gracilaria confervoides was expor-
ted to Japan at prices ranging from 70 to 100 pounds sterling per metric ton 0 & F, bringing a subsi-
diary income to the poor fishermen of the area and some foreign exchange to Ceylon. 
The export trade fell in 1963 due to unscruplous traders exporting bad quality seaweeds mixed 
with sa;nd, shells, and other impurities. I feel that it is now time to set up a small plant for the manu-
facture of China moss (Agar) in Ceylon and that this should. be done 1:>y the Corporation along with 
the ice plants. Ceylon will be able to produce enough China moss to meet the local demc'tnds and the 
rest could be exported. 
(3) Brown Seaweeds: A s-urvey of +he brown seaweeds, Sargassum, was carried out from Am..: 
balangoda to Hambantota. The survey showed that there were 4 species of Sargassum along this 
coast and a total of 130 tons of dried Sagassum could be harvested. Survey of Sargassum beds 
along the other coasts is being continued. 
(4) Phytoplankton Productivity: One of the most important aspects of Fisheries is the deter-
mination of the primary productivity of waters around our coasts. This is now being carried out 
by me in the inshore waters and in Parakrama Samudra at Polonnaruwa. 
V. COASTAL FISHERIES 
By 
T.P.GooNEWARDENE 
Fisheries Research Station, Colombo 3, Ceylon. 
The coastal fisheries of Ceylon had contributed the entire supply of locally produced sea:fish until 
the introduction of trawlers operated by the Government on the distant Wadge Bank (near b1.dia). 
The coastal sea, defined as the shallow area of water overlaving the co 1tinental shelf, is rela-
tively narrow round most of Ceylon. Of this region only the innermost belt of about three miles 
width has been exploited with some intensity: nets being the preferred type of fishing gear (e.g. 
shore seines, drift nets, cast nets). The fish fauna captured are the small to medium-sized varieties 
that frequent the upper surface levels (the pelagic fish) such as sardines, anchovies, and mackerels. 
Study of the life history of many of these species shows them to be short-lived, generally spending not 
more than one year in the part of the coastal belt worked by the nets. This feature explains the 
marked fluctuations from season to season in the land:i11gs made of any one fish. These violent fluc-
tuations also disturb severely the :fisherman's economy as bis marketing and storage facilities are too 
poor to cope with sudden gluts while the shortages are often so acute as to cripple him for the season. 
It is suggested that:-
(a) marketing and storage facilities should be improved greatly from the present more or less 
primitive state. This can be done through the provision of large supplies of cheap ice and extensive 
provision of cold rooms for storage of local surpluses resulting from unpredictable gluts. 
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(b) the commercial :fishing of the coastal seas be limited to local :fishermen working singly o:r 
in small groups. It is better for the larger groups and government-sponsored organizations such as 
the Fisheries Corporation to stay away from competing with, and hence antagonjzffig the small-scale 
fishermen. This will avoid disputes which are a common feature in the sharing of fishing coastal 
seas the world over. Further, opportunities for employment of the existing large :fisher population, 
(mostly unskilled in navigation in offshore seas) could be increased in this region only. 
(c) exploration of the distant coastal belt for the larger kinds of pelagic :fish (such as tuna and 
sier) be undertaken to increase their supplies which now constitute about 20 per cent of fresh fish 
landmgs. These :fish are captured chiefl.y on trolling lines. The smaller pelagic :fish (taken now in 
shore seines, etc.) may also be present in large quantities in the distant belt and a knolwledge of their 
abundance is necessary not only to meet the increasing consumer needs but also to augment supplies 
of bait :fish that would be required for exploitation of ocean :fisheries (with fl.oating long lines for large 
tuna and live bait for skipjack). 
(d) exploitation of the more distant coastal belt (3-15 miles) ofthe coastal sea be stepped up 
following exploration for bottom-living :fish using modern detactmg devices andmoresu:itablefishing 
gear, e.g. small trawls. Halltd lines are the principal type of :fishing gear used here up to now from 
either sailing or mechanllied boats: bottom-living fish (demersal) constitute not more than 25 per 
cent of present total landings. 
VI. THE TRAWLER FISHERY 
By 
A. S. MENDIS 
Fisheries Research Station, Colombo 3, Ceylon. 
HISroRY* 
The first trawling operations in Cevlon were attempted bv Herdman in 1902 during a survey of 
the Pearl Banks. These operations consisted of tryii'g out experimental trawls. In the same year 
a local businessman attempted unsuccessfully to establish a trawler :fishery (De Zylva, Ad. Reports, 
1951). The :first survey of the Wadge Bank was carried out in 1907 by the trawler 'Violet'. In 
the early twenties a complete survey of the trawling grounds around Ceylon was carried out by the 
Government using the trawler' Lilla' and the research vessel' Nautilus'. As a result of these su veys 
a private companv commenced conunercial operations on the Wadge Bank in 1928 and the fishing 
lasted till1935 when the Company went into liquidation. As was the case with the earlier fishery of 
1902, this fishery failed because of the inability to :find a market for the :fish landed and not because of 
poor catches of fish. 
In ] 945 the Government of Ceylon commenced trawling operations with a second-hand coal 
:fired steam trawler 'Raglan Castle'. Later two oil :fired steam trawlers were added to the fl.eet of 
Govt. trawlers. In 1952 the Raglan Castle was disposed of as she was not economical to maintain 
due to a.ge. A private company operated the trawler 'Aringa' on the Wadge Bank between 1947 
and 1948. In 1961 another private company operated one trawler' Daishi Maru' for a few months 
and in July 1962 this same company operated three Bull Trawlers for twelve months. In 1964 tke 
Govemment added another trawler' Gandara' to its fl.eet. By February 1965 four more new Govt. 
Trawlers are expected to be in operation bringing up the tally of Govt. owned trawlers to seven. 
* See also " Demersal Fisheri9s of Ceylon " by S. Sivalingam in Proc. 16th. Ann. Session Ceylon Assn. Adv. 
Sci., 1961. Edi,or. 
Below is a list of trawlers that have operated on the Wadge Bank from Ceylon: 
TABLE I 
LIST OF TRAWLERS TIIA.T IIA.VE OPERATED ON THE WADG-E BANK 
Name of Trawler 
Violet 
Lilla 
Tongkol 
Bulbul 
Raglan Castle 
Aringa 
Braconglen 
Maple Leaf 
Daishi Maru 1 
*Kyoshi Maru 6 
*Kyoshi Maru 12 
*Kyoshi Maru 13 
Gandara 
} 
Period of 
Operation 
1907 
1920-23 
1928-29 
1928-35 
1945-51 
1947-48 
1951-to date 
1953-to date 
1961 
1962-63 
1964 
* Three Bull Trawlers which operated together. 
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YEAR OF OPERATION (OCT. 1st. TO SEPT. 30th.) 
Fig. 18 : Fish production by the trawlers.," Braconglen" and "Maple Leaf" : 
Total annual production, 1950-64. 
FISH lANDINGS 
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Total Cateh.-Figure 18 indicates the total quantity of fish landed by the two Govt. trawlers 
'Braconglen' and 'Maple Leaf'. Braconglen has been landing an average of about 1,500,000 lbs. 
of fish per year up to the year 1957-58. Since that year the production figures have been dropping 
steadily. During two years 1960-61 and 1963--64 the figures have been very low (under 500,000 lbs.) 
as the ship was able to make only 5 and 4 fishing trips respectively on account of major repairs bein.g 
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carried out. In contrast to the Braconglen, the Maple Leaf has been consistently producing over 
1,250,000 lbs. of fish each year. This target has not been reached in three years, namely 1957-58 
(1,000,000 lbs.), 1959-60 (l, 100,000 lbs.) and 1962-63 (950,000 lbs.). For comparison the production 
figures of Raglan Castle arc given in Table II. 
TABLE II 
FISH PRODUCTION FIGURES OF THE RAGLAN CASTLE (CALCULATED ON FIGURES GIVEN IN THE ADM. 
Year 
1945-46 
1946-47 
1947-48 
1948-49 
1949-50 
*1950-51 
1951 
REPORTS OF THE DIRECTOR OF FISHERIES). 
Total Production Per Trip Per Day out of 
in lbs. in lbs. Port in lbs. 
700,000 29,300 5,000 
550,000 29,300 4,800 
550.000 29,300 4,500 
500.000 26,800 4,900 
800,000 33,100 7,400 
250,000 32,500 7,600 
500,000 32,600 5,800 
* for three months. 
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Fig. 19 : Fish production by the trawlers "Braconglen " and "Maple Leaf" : 
Catch per trip, 1950-64. 
In 1929 'Tongol' ar d 'Bulbul' landed about 0.6 million pounds of fish. Between 1930 and 
1935 'Bulbul' alone was operatjng and she landed between 0.5 to 1.3 million pounds of fish. (The 
figures for Tongol and Bulbul are from Sivalingam's paper of 1957). The three bull trawlers in 1962-63 
landed about 70,500 lbE. of fish per month i.e. about 840,000 lbs. in that year (personal communica-
tion from the operators of the three trawlers). 
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The total :fish landing :figures for the trawlers give some indication of the production potentia-
lities of trawlers. A clearer picture of the general trends could be attained by determining and 
analysing the catch per unit effort for each trawler. An attempt is made to do this in the succeeding 
paragraphs using three criteria for unit of effort-namely catch per trip, catch per day out of port 
and catch per hour trawling. 
Catch Per Trip.-Figure 19 shows the average weight of :fish landed per trip by the trawlers for 
each year. During the first year of operation Braconglen landed only 35,500 lbs. offish per trip. (When 
the Raglan Castle was operating she landed an average of 30,000 lbs. per trip-See Table II). In its 
2nd year 1951-52 Braconglen averaged 65,500 lbs. per trip and from that year onwards there was a 
sharp increase and the aevage fish landing figures have been in the region of 90,000 lbs. per trip. Maple 
Leaf started off well by bringing in over 95,000 lbs. per trip during the first two years of operation. 
During the next few years the landings steadily dropped to 58,000 lbs. per trip in 1958-59. In 
l96o-61 she landed 86,000 lb<. per trip and has brought in about that quantity per trip during the 
last few years. 
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Fig. 20: Fish production by the trawlers" Braconglen "and "Maple Leaf" : Catch 
per day out of port, 1950-64. 
Catch per Day out of Port.-Figure 20 shows the catch per day out of port. When the Bracon-
glen commenced operations in 1951 she landed an average of about 4,000 lbs. of fish for every day's 
absence from port during that year. This figure rose steadily to about 10,000 lbs. per day's absence 
and has remained around that figure for the last few years. 1956-57 was an exceptionally good year 
when she landed an average of over 13,000 lbs. per day's absence. Maple Leaf figures have not been so 
consistent. But during the last three or four years she has been averaging about 10,000 lbs. per day's 
absence. Raglan Castle had been averaging about 6,000 lbs. of fish per day out of port (Table TI) 
Catch per Hour Trawling.-Figure 21 gives the trend of the catch per hour's trawling from year 
to year. Records are available for Braconglen for the years 1956-57 to 1962-63 :md Maple Leaf for 
the years 1956-57 to 1960-61 only. It is not possible to obtain the records for the other years. 
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Figure 21 clearly indicates that the trend for both trawlers has been to increase the eatch per hour's 
trawling from year to year. Raglan Castle did not maintain records of the number of hours of 
actual trawling. 
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Fig. 21 : Fish production by the trawlers" Braconglen" and" Maple Leaf" : 
Catch per hour of trawling, 1956-63. 
Analysis of Areas Fished on the Wadge Bank Between 1956 and 1933.--Figure 22 is a map indi-
cating the locations where the Govt. trawlers have been fishing. These locations are taken from the 
returns that are furnished by the trawlers after each trip. It is seen that the heaviest fishing has been 
just south of Cape Comorm and to west and east of this point. 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
Production Possibilities 
(a) Wadge Bank.-In recent years the Wadge Bank has been fished harder than ever before. 
In spite of this there has been a steady increase in the quantities of fish caught per unit effort. The 
indications are that the problem of overfishing or depletion of stock has not yet arisen. Considering 
the fact that the catch per unit effort is still on the upgrade it is safe to assume that we could operate 
more trawlers on the Wadge Bank. (Length frequency studies o£ ]fish landed by the trawlers is now 
underway. Any signs of overfishing and/or depletion of stock in the future will begin to show itself 
as a result of these studies). It must also be borne in mind that we have been exploiting only the area 
South of Cape Comorin. If necessary the area of operation would be extended further north, along 
the WePt Coast of India. 
By mid-1965 the Government will be operating seven trawlers. I would suggest that they all 
operate on the Wadge Bank from Colombo. In a few years B1·aconglen and Maple Leaf will not be 
economical to maintain because of their age. There are indicatio11s that private fishing will also go 
into the trawler business and if this materialises private boats will take the place of the two displaced 
Govt. trawlers and there still would be about seven or eight trawlers fishing the Wadge Bank. 
The trawlers should be made to stay out at sea for longer periods than they now do and do more 
trips per year so that they will bring in better returns. With the introduction of the bonus scheme to 
the crew the indications are that these objects are being achieved. I would suggest that a bonu:c scheme 
be worked out for shore staff also which will enable the ship to leave on each fishing trip wtihout undue 
delay. 
Under the above conditions a trawler should be able to land between 1.8 and 1.9 milllion lbs 
of fish per year. (Fig. 18 shows that Maple Leaf brought in 1.8 million pounds of fish in 1960-61) 
With eight trawlers operating the W adge Bank would therefore be yielding about 14,800,000 lbs. of fish pe1· 
year. 
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(b) Pedro Bank.-There has been a proposal to acquire four small trawler-cum-purse-seiners 
from Yugoslavia. If this proposal materialises I would suggest that they (lperate on the Pedro Bank from 
either Kankesanturai m· Trincomalee. I believe each of these small trawlers would be capable oflanding 
about 1.2 million pounds of fish per year. The four trawlers would therefm·e bring in 4.8 million pounds 
making a total of 19,600,000 lbs. from all trawlers. 
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Fig. 22: Distribution of fishing effort on the Wadge Bank. (Nmnbers denote the nmnber of hauls 
in each square.) 
Navigation Aids. 
It is seen from Figure 22 that the exploited area of Wadge Bank has not been evenly fished. 
Too mush reliance cannot be placed on this map because our fishir g trawlers do not generally take 
accurate bearings whHe fishing. The returns sent in by the Skippers give us only a simple idea of 
where they have been fishing. I have been out on about 5 fishing trips in. our trawlers and I believe 
that after leaving Colombo they head for Care Comorin and when the latter's light house is sighted 
the lst trawl is shot. This may account for the heavy fishing near Cape Comorin. I would suggest 
that with prospects of a fairly large fishing fleet, the proposed Corporation take steps to instal and maintain 
some sort of Radio-Radar Navigation System such as Decca.Such a system will give us a very good idea 
of where our boats have been fishing and when the navigation records are analysed in conjunction 
with other data these will be of immense benefit to future crews. To give an example: in 1952 one 
haul of the Braconglen consisted of 3 tons of large prawns and 4 large sawfish. The Skipper did not 
know the exact fishing position and subsequently no one has been able to locate the spot. If the 
trawler had the navigation aid we would possibly have known the exact spot and we might be having 
a profitable trawler fishery for prawns today. 
Fish Returns. 
From 1956 the Govermnent trawlers were instructed to send in returns on a printed Form, 
.Fisheries 43 (Fig. 23). These Returns are now being analysed and much of the material presented 
here is from these analyses. During the past year or two for some reason the trawlers have not 
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been furnishing these returns and the da,ta is not available in the ships log books. It is extremely 
important that the Returns be sent in immediately after each tn:p a.nd this rule must be very rigidly enforced. 
I would also like to suggest that all commercial tmwiers (here I mean those operated by private fishing) 
be licensed ancl be required to send in the fish returns on the printed form to the Director of Fisheries. 
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Fig. 23: Fishing return-Form Fisheries 43. 
SUMMARY 
l. The history of trawler fishery in Ceylon is briefly discussed. 
2. Trends in total fish production of the trawlers and their catch ner unit effort are discussed. 
3. Analysis of areas fished on the Wadge Bank between 1956 and 1963 is made. 
4. It is suggested that~the seven or eight trawlers operating in the Wadge Bank during the 
next few years operat.e frmn Colombo. 
5. It is suggested that four small trawlers operate on the Pedro Bank from KankeRanturai o:r 
Trincomalee. 
6. All trawlers, i.e. 8 at Wadge Bank and 4 at Pedro Bank, will bring in 19,000,000 lbs. of 
fish per year. 
7. It is suggested that Radio Radar Navigation Aids be installed and maintained in the 
Corporation's entire fishing fleet. 
8. Fish returns ex trawlers must be sent in immediately after each :fishing trip. This rule 
to be rigidly enforced. 
9. All commercial trawlers operating from Ceylon t.o be licensed and required to send in to 
the Director of Fisheries :fish returns after each trip. 
Vll. A REVIEW OF JAPAN'S TUNA LONG-LINE FISHERY IN THE INDIAN OCEAN* 
By 
K. Srv ASUBRAMANIAM, 
Fisheries Research Station, OolomlJo 3, Ceylon. 
Introduction 
The use of the long-line for catching tuna commenced as early as 1910 but was restricted to the coastal 
waters of Japan for many years until mechanisation permitted expansion into the oceanic regions. 
Originally the long-line gear was constructed to catch only the blue:fin tuna which is present in the 
*First delivered on 4th January, 1964, at a Colloquium of the Research Station; and for the most part 
:repeated on 31st July, 1964, at a mooting of the Directors-designate of the Ceylon Fisheries Corporation who 
requested information about the Indian Ocean Tuna Fishery. 
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north Pacific, very close to Japan. With the start of an oceanic longline fishery, many new problems 
had to be faced. The gear was found to be inefficient for the other tuna species which were now 
also involved; boats were not suitable and operational metb.ods were crude and dangerous as a result 
of which many lives were lost at sea, the tuna longline fishery thus earning for itself another name, 
"the widow fishery ". The present type of tuna longlin.e gear and the operational method are highly 
specialised and are the result of years of research and experience . 
.At the end of the 2nd world war Japan lost her fishing rights even off her ovm coasts and it 
was only in September 1949 that the Supreme Commander of the .Allied Powers permitted them to 
:fish 900 miles east of Japan to longitude 180°, embracil1g an area of 864,500 square miles. Later, 
being satisfied with the work done by the Japanese Government and fishing industry to prevent 
over-exploitation of the resources and to obtain a maximum sustain.ed yield through adequate research 
and regulations, the Supreme Commander, General MacArthur, in May 1950, authorised extension 
of the :fishing area as far south as the equator. Sb.1.ce an exte;nsion of the fishery into the east and 
the south Pacific was not possible at that time the Japanese fishermen took the only available open:ing 
and ventured into the Indian Ocean establishing a fishery there in 1952. Expansion of the tuna 
longline fishery into the south Pacific, east Pacific and Atlantic Oceans took place later. 
There are numerous modifications of the tuna longline used in the Pacific Ocean but in the 
Indian Ocean the standard type of the gear is very common. The modifications are mainly in the 
lengths of the main. line and the branch li."'les. These two components are altered to suit the swimming 
layer of the tunas in any particular area and the schooling or other behaviour of the species. The 
standard type of the longline with a 200 to 300 metre mainline carrying five branch lines is }>opular 
in the Indian Ocean because this type is very suitable for yellow:fin tuna which is the man1 object of 
the fishery here. Japanese commercial vessels generally operate with a set of 400 baskets. A set 
may be 35 to 40 miles long and the average settling depth of the hooks ranges from 75m. to 125m. 
The most common variety of bait :fish is the saury, Colalabis saira. This species is used because of 
its availability in Japan and its cheapness. The squid is also used but for economic reasons it has 
not become very popular ; however, it is a very suitable tuna longline bait. 
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Fig. l : Annual variation in fishing effort (no. of operations) by Japanese 
tuna. long-liners in the Indian Ocean. 
In 1952 only a little over one hundred fishing operations were conducted in the Indian Ocean 
but since then the fishing effort has increased annually to the present level of about 15,800 operations 
per year (Fig. 1). As the set is very long, only one operation can be carried out in a day. About 
fifty tuna boats are operating daily in the Indian Ocean and the distribution of the effort is illustrated 
in the Figure 2. It will be clear from this that the fishing is concentrated off the west coast of Australia 
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and west of the Maldive and Chagos island-chain. Off Madagascar where only two boats are operating, 
the number will be increased to six, according to reliable sources. Very lately, the boats :fishing off 
Madagascar have taken to discharging their catch in Durban from where they are transhipped to 
Japan. This way the tuna boats will be able to operate many times more than the two trips per 
year they have been doing until now. The size of the boats ranges between 150 tons and 500 tons 
with a maximum of 1,000 tons. Most of these boats carry their catch all the way back to their 
mother port. However, during the 1964-1965 fiscal year, the number of boats operating from bases 
in the Indian Ocean is expected to increase from the present seven to about :fifty. Most of these 
boats will be based on Malagasy and South African (Durban) ports and a few on Penang (Malaysia). 
Five ocean-going tuna boats were operated from Ceylon until the early part of this year but two of 
them have been withdrawn for unknown reasons. Even the three remaining are fairly old and 
incapable of staying out long. Though a number of mechanised boats (3 ton class) in Ceylon a~e 
also operating the standard type tuna longline, their effort is applied only to the fringes of the oceamc 
tuna stock. 
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Fig. 2 : Indian Ocean Tuna Fishing Grounds : Distribution of fishing effort as 
indicated by the approximate number of operations per day, 1959-64. 
About forty varieties of :fish are caught with the tuna longline gear in the Indian Ocean but 
many of them are caught in such small quantities that they may be ignored for commercial purposes_ 
The tuna species caught in significant quantities are, yellow:fin tuna (Thunnus albacares (BonnateiTe), 
big eye tuna (Thunnus obesus (Lowe)), blue:fin tuna (Thunnus thynnus (Linnaeus)) and albacore 
(Thunnus alalunga (Bonnaterre)). Others of commercial value are six varieties of spearfish namely, 
sailfish (Istiophorus orientalis (Temminck et Schlegel)), short bill spearfish (Tetrapterus angustirostris 
(Tanaka)), striped marlin (T. audax (Philippi)), blue marlin (Makaira nigricans (Jordan et Snyder)), 
black marlin (M. indica (Cuvier)) and swordfish (Xiphias gladiue (Linn.)). The shark species commonly 
cau~ht in the Indian Ocean are white tipped shark (Oarcharinus long1:manus (Poey)), black tipped 
shark (0. melanopterus (Q. et. G.)), cub shark (0. brachyurus (Gunther)), great blue shark (Glypkis 
gla~~ca (Linn)), thresher shark (Alopias pelagic~~s and A. profundus (Nakamura)), hammer-head shark 
(Spl>yraena species) and bonito shark (Isurus glaucus (Muller & Henle) and Isurus oxyrkincus 
(Rafu1esque)). 
The distribution of the four species of tunas in the Indiau Ocean appears to be dependent on 
the water masses (Fig. 3). The age groups are separated by convergences and boundaries between 
CUITents as will be seen from the explanation to follow. Thus the migration of the tunas falls into 
two categories, (a) migration within current, and (b) migration between currents. Generally the 
former type occurs with ecological changes in the environment and the latter with physiological 
changes in the :fish. The distribution of the sharks also follows a pattern similar to that of the tuna 
species. 
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The biology, fishing condition and the productivity of the tunas and related species caught 
by longline in the Indian Ocean, will be discussed individually in the sections t7 follow. 
Fig. 3 : Indian Ocean Tuna Fishing Grounds : Distribution of main tuna species in relation to 
water masses. 
Section 1-Yellowfin tuna 
Biology.-The yellowfin is presumed to have a life span of about seven years. It attains maturity 
when it reaches a length of 90 em. (Fork length), roughly at the age of two years. The tuna lo:ngline 
generally hooks fish one metre or :more in length and hence the yellowfin enters the lo:ngline fishery 
from its second year. 
Age group 
Length (ems) 
0 
51 
I 
51-100 
II 
100-125 
III 
125-137 
IV 
137-145 
v 
According to the studies by Ueyanagi and Yukinawa (1953), Yukinawa and Watanabe (1956) and 
Yabuta and Yukinawa (1961) it is clear that yellowfin in the Indian Ocean enter upon sexual activity 
in the western tropical waters and the seas around Sunda Islands. On the other hand Kikawa basi11.g 
his study on the gonad index has said that the entire vast area north of l0°S. will provide spawning 
grounds for yellowfin. Tbis problem of spawning grounds and spawnil1.g seasons for the yellowfin 
in the Indian Oceall. needs further investigation. The yellowfin in the Indian Ocean is capable of 
growing up to 2m. in length and about 150 lb. in weight. The age groups entering the fishery are 
2, 3 and 4 and hence the catch consists of yellowfin between 90 and 150 em. Different size groups 
of tbis species aggregate in definite regions with currents and convergences serving as the boundaries 
and the following table may be considered as a general classification. 
N of 5°N llO - 140 em. (Mean 120 em.) 
0°-5° N 120 - 140 em. 
10° S-25° S 130 - 150 em. 
25° S-30° S 130 - 140 em. 
The sex ratio also indicates that the predominance of the males in the north diminishes southwards 
and that females tend to be predominant south of 25°S. 
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Fishing Grounds. The yellowfin tuna has been the main object of the longline fishery in the 
Indian Ocean. It is distributed widely over the entire ocean extending from l0°N to 30°S. 
However there is a concentratior .. of the species in the equatorial belt extending between 3°N and 8°S 
latitudinally and from the east coast of Africa to Sumatra, longitudinally. In fact the bound:1ry 
between the north equatorial current and the equatorial counter current and that between the 
equatorial counter current and south equatorial current appear to be the concentrating latitudes. 
Therefore the size of the fish caught will be predominantly of the 120-150 em. mod.1l group. 
At the commencement of the yellowfin fishery in the Indian Ocean, the fishing grounds were 
mainly in the eastern half exter.ding to the central equatorial region and the Bay of Bengal. 
However the catch rate declined annually thereafter and the :fishing boats spread westwards to the 
east Mrican coast and the Arabiar, Sea. This shift took place towards the latter part of 1959 and 
even today the region between the Maldive Islands and the African coast including Madagascar, 
continues to be a very rich ground. 
Fig. 4 : Indian Ocean Tuna Fishing Grounds : Density-distribution of yellow-fin 
tuna (catch per 100 hooks). 
Gatch per Unit Effort. At the commencement of the yellowi:fin fishery in the Indian Ocean 
a catch of 5 to 6 tons per unit effort was a common occurrence. Annually this average value bas 
declined to the present level of 2 tons for a unit effort. This trend of declining catch per unit effort 
is a problem existing in the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans too. In the case of the Indian Ocean the 
declining average hooked-rate .was caused by the declining catch rates in the Bay of Bengal and the 
central equatorial regions, mainly. Initially the decline was considered to be the natural phenomenon 
exhibited by a virgin population in a virgin ground, but the decline continued over almost a decade and 
indicated that there were other reasons for it. !Morphometric and serological studies (Hiyama & 
Kurogane, 1957, 1958, 1959, 1960; Nakagome, 1957, 1958, Suzuki et al., 1958) have proved that there 
are three sub-populations of the yellow:fin in the Indian Ocean namely the east equatorial, central 
equatorial and the west equatorial populations. The yellow:fin in the Bay of Bengal is very closely 
related to those in the central equatorial region. The existence of three sub-populations without 
much intermingling leads to localised distribution as well as localised migration and to the decline 
of the stock in one region due to intensive exploitation, without showing any marked effect on the 
stock in adjacent regions. This probably explains the present condition existing in the Indian Ocean. 
In the Bay of Bengal, the catch per unit effort averaged a little over 4 short tons in 1955 but 
since then the production rate dropped steeply to the present level of 1.0 to 1.5 tons. The poor fishery 
spread from south east to north west and lately the yield from the entire Bay is evenly low. Generally 
the first half of the year yields more than the second half. 
